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Abstract-The existing cam & follower mechanisms used in Internal Combustion engines have a line contact 
between them causing frictional losses. These frictional losses in present line contact are being considered on the 
higher side. These frictional losses affect the total efficiency of an Internal Combustion engine 
 

Index Terms- Variable Valve Timing (vvt) Mechanism, Stress Analysis.  

 
 
1. INTRODUCTION TO CAM-FOLLOWER 
MECHANISMS. 
Firstly generate the 3D model Pro-E / CATIA V5 and 
then we modified roller for further analysis. The aim 
of this project is to  Design optimization of cam & 
follower mechanism of an Internal Combustion engine 
for improving the engine efficiency .For this change 
the line contact between roller and cam into the point 
contact is done this will reduce the friction. 
For comparisons of vibrations & stresses which 
induced on Existing as well as new follower, modal 
analysis and the stress analysis is done. Details of 
Modal and Stress analysis are discussed in further 
chapters. One setup is prepared in Man Truck India 
Pvt. Ltd to get the actual stress induced on the existing 
follower for comparison with stress analysis which is 
done in FEA software. This experiment was carried 
out for the clarification of the right way to go for the 
Modal analysis and Stress analysis in FEA software 
The internal combustion engine is an engine in which 
the combustion of a fuel occurs with an oxidizer 
(usually air) in a combustion chamber. In an internal 
combustion engine, the expansion of the high-
temperature and -pressure gases produced by 
combustion applies direct force to some component of 
the engine, such as pistons, turbine blades, or a nozzle. 
This force moves the component over a distance, 
generating useful mechanical energy. A large number 
of different designs for ICEs have been developed and 
built, with a variety of different strengths and 
weaknesses . Powered by an energy-dense fuel (which 
is very frequently gasoline, a liquid derived from 
fossil fuels). While there have been and still are many 
stationary applications, the real strength of internal 
combustion engines is in mobile applications and they  

dominate as a power supply for cars, aircraft, and 
boats, from the smallest to the largest. The inlet valve 
opening is operated by cam and roller follower 
mechanism which is shown in above Figure. When 
cam rotates its lobe makes line contact with roller of 
follower and valve opening takes place accordingly. 
Thus, the scope of project is to make point contact 
between cam and roller of follower; to achieve the 
objective of reducing the friction. 
 

2. PROJECT REVIEW 

Firstly generate the 3D model Pro-E / CATIA V5 and 
then we modified roller for further analysis. The aim 
of this project is to  Design optimization of cam & 
follower mechanism of an Internal Combustion engine 
for improving the engine efficiency .For this change 
the line contact between roller and cam into the point 
contact is done this will reduce the friction. 

For comparisons of vibrations & stresses which 
induced on Existing as well as new follower, modal 
analysis and the stress analysis is done. Details of 
Modal and Stress analysis are discussed in further 
chapters. One setup is prepared in Man Truck India 
Pvt. Ltd to get the actual stress induced on the existing 
follower for comparison with stress analysis which is 
done in FEA software. This experiment was carried 
out for the clarification of the right way to go for the 
Modal analysis and Stress analysis in FEA software 
A. Rivola,M. Troncossi, G. Dalpiaz and A. Carlini, in 
"Elasto-dynamic analysis of the desmodromic valve 
train of a racing motorbike engine by means of a 
combined lumped/finite element model" he found that, 
if a rocker has a ratio of 1.5:1, it should open the valve 
1.5 times the amount of the cam lift. Almost all 
factory type rockers fall short of their claims. Chevy 
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claims a 1.5:1 rocker ratio on small-blocks, I found 
that most are 1.44:1 and under. In a healthy street 
motor .020" less valve lift could mean a 10 to 15 hp 
power loss. So make sure that the rockers that you 
choose are from a reputable company. I've had good 
luck with Crane Cams, Iskenderian, and Competition 
Cams [1].  

3. REVIEW ON ANALYSIS OF CAM 
MECHANISM 

 A. Rivola, M. Troncossi, G. Dalpiaz and A. Carlini, 
in "Elasto-dynamic analysis of the desmodromic valve 
train of a racing motorbike engine, the centre pivot 
point is not on the same plane as the valve contact 
point. The rocker cannot push on the exact center of 
the valve tip throughout the entire range of motion; it 
must travel in an arc. By moving the valve tip contact 
point higher, most of the side motion occurs at low 
valve lifts, when spring force is at its lowest. Proper 
geometry is very important to limit guide wear. 
Another plus of making rockers with the pivot point 
on a lower plane than the pushrod cup and valve tip 
contact point is that the maximum rocker ratio will not 
be the same point as minimum movement. That will 
allow us to get some more power. Spring force is 
commonly referred to as spring pressure, but this is 
actually the wrong way to look at it. A pressure is 
measured in force over an area such as pounds per 
square inch (psi). Valve springs are measured in the 
pounds of force applied to hold the valve against the 
seat or rocker arm so it follows the intended motion. 
The two common measurements are seat (or installed 
height) force, and over the nose (peak lift) force. 
These two measurements are very important if the 
valve is to follow the intended motion of the cam 
profile. If the seat force is too little, the valves can 
bounce off the seat when closing. If the over the nose 
force is too little, the lifters can continue to rise after 
the cam lobe stops pushing it (it just launches off it) 
until the spring can slow it down and push it back 
against the cam. This is known as valve float and is 
very damaging to an engine[1]. 

Khin Maung Chin, in "Design and Kinematics 
Analysis of Cam-Follower System", explained high 
accelerations are needed to give rapid opening and 
closing, too rapid a change in acceleration - the 'jerk' 
or 'jerk rate' - will give rough operation due to the 
sudden changes in forces. For this reason cam profiles 
are designed not to give very rapid changes in 
accelerations. It may also be noted that as higher 
forces can more easily be provided by the cam than by 
the valve springs, it is common to us higher 
accelerations when starting the opening of the valves 
and when slowing their closing at the end of the 
closing phase. These aspects are controlled by the 
cam, whereas the slowing of the valve at the end of the 
opening phase and the acceleration of the valve at the 

start of the closing phase are controlled by the valve 
springs [2]. 

H.D. Desai Prof. V.K.Patel, in "Computer Aided 
Kinematic and Dynamic Analysis of Cam and 
Follower”, found the analysis of anything other than a 
simple configuration can be quite complex. The 
analysis will depend upon the type of follower and the 
detailed geometry. Because of these difficulties with 
the analysis it was common for accelerations to be 
determined graphically [3]. 

 Khin Maung Chin, in" Design and Kinematics 
Analysis of Cam-Follower System" & Dr. David J 
Grieve, explained "Forces in the Valve Train of an 
Internal Combustion Engine", they will make some 
simplifying assumptions that a knife edge follower is 
being used. This will not be very accurate, but will 
give some idea of values. i) The most simple 
assumption for analysis is to assume that the opening 
and closing is simple harmonic motion (SHM). 
Assume that the engine speed is 4000 revs/minute, this 
gives a cam shaft rotation speed of 2000 revs/minute 
(in a 4 stroke engine the cam turns at half the 
crankshaft speed) so the time taken for 1 revolution of 
the cam shaft is 0.03 seconds[1-3]. 

Also according to Yuan L. Lai, Jui P. Hung, and Jian 
H. Chen, in “Roller Guide Design and Manufacturing 
for Spatial Cylindrical Cams", he assumes that the 
cam is opening and closing the valve for 120o of its 
rotation. Hence the complete valve cycle is completed 
in 1/3 camshaft revolution, or 0.01 sec [4]. The 
equation describing SHM is 

 Displacement = amplitude x cos (omega x t)  

Where t=time and omega is the 'angular velocity' of 
the system in rad/s, and is equal to (2 x 3.14159)/ (the 
time for 1 cycle)  

So the omega value here is 2 x 3.14159/0.01 = 628.3 
rad/sec.  

Differentiating the expression for displacement gives:  

Velocity = - omega x amplitude x sin (omega t), then 
differentiating again:  

Acceleration = - (omega) 2 x amplitude x cos (omega 
t)  

The maximum acceleration occurs when the term cos 
(omega t) has the maximum value of 

i) This occurs at the extremes of the motion. If the cam 
has a lift of 20 mm, the amplitude of the motion is 10 
mm, and the maximum acceleration is given by:  

Acceleration max = (628.3)2 x 0.01 = 3948 m/s2  

ii) An alternative assumption is to assume that that the 
peak of the cam is finished with specific constant 
radius with a centre at a distance 'e' from the centre of 
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the cam. The term 'e' may be called the eccentricity. 
The peak radius is often blended to the base circle by a 
large radius curve. In this case the acceleration of a 
'mushroom' - flat foot - follower in the vicinity of the 
maximum cam lift is given by: (cam shaft angular 
velocity) 2 x eccentricity. If the cam base circle is 
blended to the nose radius by a large radius, the 
maximum acceleration occurs when the follower is on 
this larger radius and is equal to the large blend radius 
x (cam shaft angular velocity) [1,3,4]. 

The cam profile shows that the rise quadrant is from 
0o to 90o, fall quadrant is from 90o to 180o and the 
last quadrant is a dwell quadrant that is from 180o to 
360o of the cam mechanism system. Comparison 
between graphical and experimental methods of cam 
mechanism show that the error occurs in many type of 
parameter using in the analysis. From this analysis, the 
displacement error between graphical and 
experimental method is 5.86%. It shows that whatever 
error is small or not, it still has an error because of 
many aspects that interrupt while doing experiment. 
The velocity error between graphical and experimental 
method is 5.88% and the acceleration error between 
graphical and experimental method is 6.32%. The 
error will increase while the speeds of the cam 
mechanism increase. The error occurs between low 
speed application and high speed application show 
that when this shape of cam used for low speed, it 
endure low follower velocity and low follower 
acceleration, that cause little bit of vibration. But when 
this shape of cam having a high speed application, it 
endure the large external force, used to be in high 
velocity and high acceleration of cam, that cause high 
vibration not only to the cam and follower, but to the 
whole system. When the system operating at 200 rpm, 
it only show the low percentage of error (velocity 
error = 5.88 % and acceleration error = 6.32 %), but 
when operating at 600 rpm, it show very high 
percentage of error (velocity error = 305.69 % and 
acceleration error = 1664.21 %). Therefore, this shape 
of ellipse cam shape is only suitable for low speed 
application, because it show the unbalance system 
when operating in high speed. It must endure the rapid 
ware due to high vibrations when operating in high 
speed application [6]. 

3. PROBLEM DEFINITIONS 

The existing cam & follower mechanisms used in 
Internal Combustion engines have a line contact 
between them causing frictional losses. These 
frictional losses in present line contact are being 
considered on the higher side. These frictional losses 
affect the total efficiency of an Internal Combustion 
engine 

3.1 OBJECTIVES  

To replace the line contact with point contact of cam 
& follower mechanism of Internal Combustion engine 
without affecting natural frequency and stress values 
of existing follower. This will gain in the mechanical 
efficiency of Internal Combustion engine. The 
mechanical efficiency of cam & follower mechanism 
is to be increase by minimizing the frictional losses. 

To get required degree of freedom for variable valve 
timing (VVT) mechanism the cam shaft needed to be 
shifted along with its axis of rotation during regular 
operation of an Internal Combustion engine. This will 
help to increase the efficiency of an Internal 
Combustion engine 

3.3 STEPS TO ACHIEVE THE OBJECTIVES 

The current mechanism employs a flat follower. We 
have to change the flat face of follower to a curved 
face follower, thus achieving the required point 
contact. We have to keep the frequency of vibration 
and stress in the mechanism constant after 
modification of follower.  

1. Create a 3D geometry in CAD software from data 
getting from company. 

2. Conduct a static stress analysis using FEA 
software. 

3. Conduct a Modal analysis of the same. 

4. Conduct a physical test using single axis strain 
gauge to validate FEA static stress analysis results 
with physical tests   

5. Modify the CAD geometry to a curve of the 
follower.   

6. Conduct a static stress analysis of the modified 
shape of the follower. 

7. Conduct a Modal analysis of the modified shape 
of the follower. 

8. Forces which are induced on rocker arm pivot 
will be used for static stress analysis of modified 
follower. 

9.  Compare results of both static and modal analysis 
between existing flat follower and modified curved 
follower. 

Conduct iterations if necessary 
 
4. MODELING OF ROLLER 

4.1SOLID MODELING OF ROLLER AND 
ROCKER ARM  

Dimensions of a roller 

Following dimension are used to draw the solid model. 
These data is getting from shop of Bajaj spare parts.  

Outer diameter of a roller -       17.460mm 
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Inner diameter of a roller -        12.62mm 

Thickness (from front view) -     2.42mm 

Thickness (from side view) -     6.43mm 

Fillet-                          0.5mm  

 Modification In Roller Geometry 

By using above dimension we have made changes in 
roller geometry, we get point contact on every angle 
but we required stress value within limit after number 
of iteration, we can get stress value within limit with 
point contact on 24 degree 

 
 

Graph 4.1: Stress Vs Angle of Roller 

  

Figure 4.1: Solid Model of Existing & Modified 
Roller 
 

 
5. DESIGN CALCULATIONS 

5.1 THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF ROLLER 

Contact Area of Existing Roller (A) =6.43 mm2 

Contact Area of Modified Roller (A) = 5.870 mm2 

Maximum load from the cam is (P) 675N (68.80Kg) 

So we have to find out static stress in existing & 
modified roller 

For Existing Roller     

����ex roller =P/A=675/6.43 

����ex roller=104.9N/mm
2 

For Modified Roller     

����mod roller =P/A=675/5.870 

����mod roller=115 N/mm
2  

Similarly we have to find out deformation in existing 
& modified follower roller 

5.2 LINEAR & LATERAL STRAIN 

When a system of forces or loads acts on a body, it 
undergoes some deformation. This deformation per 
unit length is known as unit strain or simply a strain. It 
is denoted by a Greek letter epsilon (ε). 

 

 
Figure 5.1: Cross Section View of Existing & 
Modified Follower Roller. 
5.2.1   Young's Modulus or Modulus of Elasticity 

Hooke's law states that when a material is loaded 
within elastic limit, the stress is directly proportional 
to strain, i.e. 

E=�/ε 

We know the material of roller & its modulus of 
elasticity of roller 

Material  :           100Cr6 

Young's modulus :  2.1e5MPa 

Poisson's Ratio :          0.3 

Linear Strain for existing roller 

E=�/ε 

2.1e5=105/ ε 
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εex rollar =  5 e-4 mm 

Linear Strain for modified roller 

E=�/ε 

2.1e5=115/ ε 

εmod rollar =  5.47 e-4 mm 

5.2.2 Deformation of roller material in both 
cases 

Linear strain=εex roller = 2.189 e-4 mm 

 

 

 

δl ex roller =0.0525 mm 

 

δl mod roller =0.062 mm 

5.2.3 Poisson's Ratio 

It has been found experimentally that when a body is 
stressed within elastic limit, the lateral strain bears a 
constant ratio to the linear strain, mathematically, 

 

This constant is known as Poisson's ratio and is 
denoted by 1/m or µ. In this case we know the value of 
poisons ratio µ=0.3 for steel material, so we can easily 
find out lateral strain for both roller. 

Lateral Strain Existing Roller     

 

 

Lateral strain=0.015 mm 

 

 

δd ex Roller =0.274 mm 

Lateral Strain modified Roller     

 

 

Lateral strain=0.018 mm 

 

 

δd mod. Roller =0.324 mm 

5.3 COEFFICIENT OF FRICTION  

The basic principle in designing machine parts that are 
subjected to wear due to sliding friction is that the 
normal wear is proportional to the work of friction. 
The work of friction is proportional to the product of 
normal pressure (p) and the sliding velocity (V). 

Let, p=Intensity of tangential pressure with which the 
contact surfaces are held together. 

W=Normal load perpendicular to axis of 
roller in N. 

 =Coefficient of friction between two 
contacting surface. 

A= Real area of contact (mm2) 

Sy=Yield strength of material N/mm2 

(410mpa) 

The experimental observation on friction over the 
centuries has led to the formulation PF laws of 
friction. The classical laws of dry friction, known as 
Amontons-coulomb laws, are as follows. 

“The frictional force is directly proportional to the 
normal load between the two contacting surfaces”. 

The first law can be mathematically expressed as  

F α W 

F=µ.W 

Where  

F=Frictional force N 

W=Normal load between the two contacting 
surfaces,N 

µ=Coefficient of friction 

Coefficient of friction is given by  

µ=F/w 
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Coefficient of friction (f) is defined as the frictional 
force per unit normal load. The coefficient of friction 
depends upon  

1) The type of motion between the contacting 
surfaces. 

2) The materials for the pair of contacting 
surfaces. 

3) The surface finish of the two contacting 
surfaces. 

The first law of friction is applicable over the wide 
range of loads. 

Most of the materials obey the first law of friction 
well, except few materials like polymers. Therefore 
we use this theory for calculating friction in case of 
existing roller & modified roller follower. 

Now first calculate frictional force in existing roller 

5.3.1 Coefficient of friction of existing roller 

Faex=Sy x A=410x 2πr x 6.43=114.60 K N 

Coefficient of friction (µ) 
=Fa/W=114.60/675=0.16……………………. (1) 

5.3.2 Coefficient of friction of modified roller 

Famod=Sy x A=410x 2πrx1 =22.48 K N 

Coefficient of friction (µ)=Fa/W=22.48/675=0.033 
……………………… (2) 

5.4   PERCENTAGE OF FRICTION 
REDUCTION IN MODIFIED ROLLER 

Percentage of friction reduction in case of modified 
roller follower by using following formula 

% of friction reduction =  

X100 

From equation (1) & (2) We get following % of 
friction 

 % of friction reduction in modified roller =         

 x 100 = 79.33 % 

 (A.1) 
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